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Staebel
Handy Legs

USER INSTRUCTIONS
An aid to help lift a leg/legs into and out of bed and/or cars. Can be
used independently or by a single carer.

GETTING LEGS INTO BED – UNASSISTED
This is an illustrated method for enabling a single person to use our Handy Legs. It can be used in most
situations where you need to raise your legs into bed or onto the couch/sofa but you must have sufficient
strength to be able to sit unaided on the edge of the bed. In this example, the Handy Legs is used to help raise
both legs into bed but you could use this method to raise a leg/legs onto any surface or even into a car.

1

Sit safely on the edge of the bed or similar, ensuring a safe
contact with the floor.
Using the long handles of the Handy Legs, swing the strap under
the soles of both feet, not your heels.

2

Adjust the straps to suit in terms of length so that the feet feel
supported, you can then take both straps in one hand.

3

With your other hand now free, use it to support you as you
lean slightly backward, enabling the Handy Legs to support your
feet and begin to raise them.

Swivelling your bottom around (with or without a turning
device), continue to use the Handy Legs to support your legs/
feet until they are resting on the mattress or lying surface.
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Continue to support your feet until you have them in the
right place.
Then, release one handle and, pulling on one strap, pull the
product under your feet and back towards you.

ALTERNATIVELY, USE THE LEG LIFTER TO SUPPORT UNDER YOUR THIGHS
1. If it is easier you can use the Handy Legs under your thigh.
2. Place it under the thigh above the knee so it supports your leg.
3. Hold onto the Handy Legs, if in a vehicle, support yourself on the steering wheel/dashboard.
4. Raise your thigh using the Handy Legs and slowly swing it onto the bed or into the vehicle.
5. To remove the Handy Legs let go of one side of it and pull it through gently – not pulling on the leg.
6. If using for one leg at a time, repeat the process with your other leg.
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GETTING LEGS INTO BED – ASSISTED
This is an illustrated method for enabling a single carer to help someone raise their legs into bed. It can be
used in most situations where you need to raise your legs into bed or onto the couch/sofa.

1

Ask your client/patient to sit safely and comfortably on the edge
of the bed/lying surface and hold the Handy Legs, as shown.
They will need to have good balance whilst sitting.

2

Support the feet (not the ankles) with the padded section of the
Handy Legs, holding the straps so you do not have to bend or stoop.

3

Shorten the length of the straps by ‘walking’ your hands down,
loop by loop, bringing the legs just above the horizontal.

Rotate your patient (with or without a turning device) until the
legs are safely resting on the bed/lying surface. Remove the
Handy Legs.
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The Handy Legs can also be used to help one leg only
Please note: this product should, for safety reasons, only be used by a person independently with upper
body strength. Single carers can also use this product for the person they are caring for but again, it is
advisable that the person being helped has sufficient upper body strength. Also, please do carry out your
own risk assessment prior to using this method/product with a patient/client and ensure cognitive ability.
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Wipe down or wash at 40°c – 74°c.
Tumble dry on low heat
Iron on low heat
Do not use bleach
Do not use fabric conditioner
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ASSESSMENT GUIDES
We understand that not everyone
is familiar with all equipment so
to help therapists and healthcare
professionals in assessing a
product’s suitability for a client,
we have included two assessment
tools, Functional Independence
Measure (FIM) and Easy Guide
Symbols. These will enable the
healthcare professional to assess
their client and decide whether
or not a product will help the
person based on their level of
dependence and functional ability.

FUNCTIONAL
INDEPENDENCE MEASURE
(FIM) ASSESSMENT
Our FIM assessment guide for
each product will help you decide
the suitability of this product for
the person’s ability and need.
Based on the standard criteria
from Level 6 where the person
can use the product unaided and
unsupervised to Level 1 where all
the assistance is provided by the
carer and the client can do nothing,
this guide is easy, quick and simple
to use to check suitability against
ability and circumstance.

ADDITIONAL GUIDE
SYMBOLS
We use four symbols throughout
our catalogue to indicate where
a product is suitable and safe for
the person to use unassisted,
with a single carer or with multiple
carers. These symbols indicate the
minimum recommendation.

Person Unassisted

Single Carer

Two Carers

Four Carers

FIM Levels Quick Guide. Subject vs Carer Help
Subject
Involvement

25%

Can use product
alone, with
no supervision

(supervision)

100%

75%

6

5

4

50%
50%

75%

100%

Full assistance required

Carer
Involvement

25%

3
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Packaging: To reduce wastage we use recyclable cardboard boxes. If you require different
packaging, please call us to discuss.
Disposal: Dispose of in the normal way in accordance with your organisational procedures. If
they have been used on highly infected patients please dispose of as such.
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Our customer service and sales teams
are always available to answer any
questions you may have. Please call
or email us and we will endeavour to
answer as soon as possible.
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